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• History of NCII

• Introduction to Data-Based Individualization 

(DBI)

• Academic illustration of DBI

• Share resources to support DBI implementation

Today’s Agenda
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NCII’s mission is to build the capacity 

of the state and local education 

agencies, universities, practitioners, 

and other stakeholders to support 

implementation of data-based 

individualization in reading, 

mathematics, and behavior for 

students with severe and persistent 

learning and behavioral needs.

National Center on 

Intensive Intervention  
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History of NCII
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Cohort 1:
 Colorado

 Michigan

 Oregon

 Washington

Intensive States 
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Cohort 2:
 Rhode Island

 North Carolina

 South Carolina

 Texas



Intensive intervention addresses severe and 

persistent learning or behavioral difficulties. 

What is Intensive Intervention?

Driven by data 

Characterized by 

increased 

intensity and 

individualization



Why Intensive 

Intervention?
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Too many students, 

especially those with 

disabilities, lack basic 

skills for reading and 

mathematics or have 

serious discipline 

problems in school.



More Help

Validated programs are not 

universally effective programs; 3 

to 5 percent of students need 

more help (Fuchs et al., 2008; 

NCII, 2013).  

More Practice

Students with intensive needs 

often require 10–30 times 

more practice than peers to 

learn new information (Gersten 

et al., 2008). 

Why Do We Need 

Intensive Intervention? 
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• Students with disabilities who are not making adequate 

progress in their current instructional program

• Students who present with very low academic 

achievement and/or high-intensity or high-frequency 

behavior problems (typically those with disabilities) 

• Students in a tiered intervention system who have not 

responded to secondary intervention programs 

delivered with fidelity

Who needs Intensive 

Intervention?
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What is DBI?



Data-Based Individualization (DBI) is a systematic 

method for using data to determine when and how to 

provide more intensive intervention.

 Origins in data-based program modification/experimental 

teaching were first developed at the University of Minnesota 

(Deno & Mirkin, 1977).

 It is a process not a single intervention program or strategy.

 It is not a one-time fix but an ongoing process comprising 

intervention and assessment adjusted over time.

What is DBI?
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Is…

 Individualized based on 

student needs 

 More intense, often with 

substantively different 

content AND pedagogy

 Involves more frequent and 

precise progress monitoring  

Is Not…

 A single approach 

 A manual

 A preset program

 More of the same Tier 1  

instruction 

 More of the same Tier 2  

instruction 

What is DBI… 



1. Secondary intervention program, delivered with 

greater intensity

2. Progress monitoring

3. Informal diagnostic assessment

4. Adaptation

5. Continued progress monitoring, with adaptations 

occurring whenever needed to ensure adequate 

progress

Five DBI Steps
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A Bird’s 

Eye View 

of DBI
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Is DBI the same as RTI/MTSS or

special education?
Many components of DBI are consistent with elements of 

special education and tiered service delivery systems. 
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Tiered Interventions 

(RTI, MTSS, PBIS)

• Tier 1, 2, and 3 

interventions

• Progress monitoring

• Team-based decisions 

based on data 

Special Education

• Individualized intervention

• Progress monitoring

• Team-based decisions 

based on data 



Before the DBI Process…

 Start with a 

standardized, validated 

intervention program

 Progress monitor to 

evaluate the student 

response to the 

validated intervention.
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What are validated secondary 

interventions?
 Standardized, evidence-based interventions designed for 

at-risk students.

 Also known as…

 Tier 2 or supplemental interventions

 Remedial curriculum

 Small group interventions

 Literacy examples

• Leveled Literacy Intervention (LLI)

• Read Naturally
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Can I still implement DBI if I don’t 

have a standardized programs?

 Yes! 

 Use them when available

and consider augmenting 

current offerings if there are 

content areas where you 

have insufficient resources.
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Non-Responsive…
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 Diagnostic Data

 Adapt the Intervention

 Continue to Progress Monitor



Diagnostic Data- Why?

 Gives more insight about why the student is not 

responding to a validated intervention 

• Error analysis of work samples or progress 

monitoring data 

• Observation

• Running Records 



Intensifying Validated Interventions 

and Specialized Instruction  
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 Taxonomy Overview

https://intensiveintervention.org/sites/default/files/Taxonomy-Overview-Handout508.pdf


Try quantitative change(s) first…

 Increase dosage (i.e., intervention frequency, length of 

sessions, or duration).

 Decrease group size.

 Decrease heterogeneity of the intervention group.

 Note: In many cases, quantitative changes may be 

necessary, but not sufficient, to facilitate progress for 

students with intensive needs. 
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Consider qualitative changes 

second… 
Qualitative adaptations may be made to the intervention program that alter—

 Instruction based on learner characteristics (e.g., addressing working 

memory or attention problems) 

 Skill level of interventionist

 Content delivery

 How students respond

 The amount of adult feedback and error correction students receive

 Frequency/specificity of checks for retention

 The materials, curriculum, or whole intervention (could be a complete 

change in program) 
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Case Example
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 Lindsay is a sixth-grade student with an individualized 

education program who has not been making 

progress with her goals.

 Lindsay struggles with mathematics and has recently 

begun struggling with fluency, preforming on timed 

tests, and consistency on mastery assessments.

Case Study: Lindsay 
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• For her special education time, Lindsay receives

Corrective Mathematics in a small group setting with 

3 other students, 5x a week, 50 minutes each 

session. 

• No previous or current behavioral concerns.

Intervention History: Lindsay
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 Lindsay’s FAST 

Mathematics progress 

monitoring data are 

shown on this graph.

 Progress is monitored 

weekly.

 Goal line is based on 

fourth-grade scores.

Lindsay’s Scores: 

Baseline Data FAST Math 
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 Data indicate Lindsay is at 

risk of not meeting her 

academic goals.

 Lindsay’s teachers are 

also becoming 

increasingly concerned 

with her inconsistency and 

distractibility.

DBI for Lindsay
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 The next steps in the DBI process 

are as follows:

• Diagnostic assessment- Error 

Analysis

• Error analysis to glean further 

understanding of Lindsay’s 

mathematical skills

• Implementation of an intervention 

adaptation based on diagnostic 

data

• Continued progress monitoring for 

effectiveness  

DBI for Lindsay
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 Error Analysis revealed the following: 

– errors on mathematics concepts she had previously demonstrated 

– long division skills

 Teachers predict Lindsay is struggling with the increased 

length and intensity of mathematics assessments in sixth 

grade.

 Behavior: off-task behaviors and high levels of 

distractibility 

– in the late afternoon, final periods of the day, during unstructured 

times

Lindsay’s Current Performance 
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 The intervention team made the following 

decisions about Lindsay’s intervention:

• Break lengthy mathematics assignments and 

assessments into smaller chunks to avoid issues with 

stamina and distractibility

• Move Lindsay into a mathematics intervention period 

earlier in the school day to help with distractibility

• Provide increased feedback and opportunities to 

practice, especially with long division problems 

Intervention Adaptation 1 
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FAST Math Data 
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 Lindsay continues to have 

multiple scores that fall 

below the goal line.

 Staff are concerned that 

Lindsay continues to 

exhibit high levels of 

distractibility, even during 

morning intervention.

DBI for Lindsay
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 Lindsay’s teachers met and decided to:

• Continue her intensified math intervention

• Make the following adaptations to address her distractibility:

– Add behavior monitoring component to the intervention to 

be tracked by Lindsay.

– Add daily check-ins with Lindsay and her intervention 

teacher to assess behavior progress monitoring  data.

Intervention Adaptation 2
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FAST Math Data
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 Lindsay began to show progress 

after her intervention teachers 

integrated individualized supports for 

her academic and behavioral needs.

 Although Lindsay is making 

progress, she continues to perform 

below grade level and will need 

continued observation, intervention, 

and individualized adaptations.

DBI for Lindsay
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 DBI is an ongoing process that comprises ongoing 

assessment, intervention, evaluation, and adjustment to 

maximize student outcomes. 

 Students with the most severe and persistent needs often 

demonstrate integrated academic and behavioral difficulties 

 While Lindsay’s scores on her mathematics assessments have 

begun to increase, staff will want to continually monitor her 

levels of distractibility and individualize her interventions as 

needed 

In Summary 
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For More 

Information
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 New interactive 

online learning 

module

• Self-paced

• Apply learning to 

two case examples

• Test knowledge  

Supporting Self-Directed 

Training and Learning
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Resource- Introduction

http://www.intensiveintervention.org/resource/introduction-intensive-intervention


 Intensive Intervention (Part 

1):Using Data-Based 

Individualization To Intensify 

Instruction Vanderbilt DBI 

Module

 Intensive Intervention (Part 

2):Collecting and Analyzing 

Data for Data-Based 

Individualization Vanderbilt DBI 

Module 2

Supporting Self-Directed Training 

and Learning: IRIS Modules
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http://iris.peabody.vanderbilt.edu/module/dbi1/#content
http://iris.peabody.vanderbilt.edu/module/dbi2/#content


Supporting Training & Coaching 

Efforts: DBI Training Series
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Intensive Intervention DBI Training Series

https://intensiveintervention.org/implementation-support/dbi-training-series


This document provides an 

overarching description of DBI. 

Additional resources that present 

an overview include

• Videos

• Modules

• Webinars 

Introductions to Intensive 

Intervention
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DBI Framework

http://www.intensiveintervention.org/resource/data-based-individualization-framework-intensive-intervention


Identifying Evidenced-Based 

Interventions and Assessments
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Intensive Intervention Instructional Toolkit

http://www.intensiveintervention.org/chart/instructional-intervention-tools


Supporting Meeting Facilitation 

and Planning
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Data Meeting Tool

http://www.intensiveintervention.org/tools-support-intensive-intervention-data-meetings


 Includes Lesson Plans, Worksheets, Materials

 Content areas: 

• Reading

• Mathematics

– Includes video examples

• Behavior

Supporting Instruction: Sample 

Lessons and Activities
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Sample Lessons Reading
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Sample Resources Behavior
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Implementing Behavior Strategies Sample

http://www.intensiveintervention.org/implementing-behavioral-strategies-considerations-and-sample-resources


Sample Lessons Math
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Sample Math Activity

http://www.intensiveintervention.org/resources/sample-lessons-activities/mathematics


 Schoolwide Implementation

 Data Meeting Process Implementation

 Intervention Implementation

Multiple Tools To Measure 

Fidelity
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School Wide DBI Implementation: 

Rubric and Interview
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Implementation Interview Rubric

http://www.intensiveintervention.org/resource/dbi-implementation-rubric-and-interview


Meeting Process Checklist
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DBI Implementation Checklist

http://www.intensiveintervention.org/resource/student-level-data-based-individualization-implementation-checklists


Intervention Review Log for Multiple Students
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Implementation Review Log

http://www.intensiveintervention.org/resource/intensive-intervention-implementation-review-log


Intervention Log Tracking for 

Individual Student
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Implementation Review Log

http://www.intensiveintervention.org/resource/data-based-individualization-implementation-log-daily-and-weekly-intervention-review


Considering Standards Aligned 

Instruction Across MTSS Framework

MTSS Alignment- Vocabulary Example
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https://intensiveintervention.org/sites/default/files/VocabExample_508.pdf


Questions?
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Contact Information

 Sarah Benz, PhD

• NCII

 Katie Ocheltree

• SCDE- Office of Special Education Services

• kocheltree@ed.sc.gov


